AC Chat THICK WHOIS 11 February 2016

Fabien Betremieux:Welcome to the meeting of the Thick Whois
Implementation Review Team on Thursday 11 February 2016
  Fabien Betremieux:Our meeting will start at the top of the hour
  Chris Pelling:Funky music!
  Fabien Betremieux:Hello Chris, sorry my joining the call interrupted
the music !
  Chris Pelling:I can hear you
  Chris Pelling:I was kicked out for some reason
  Chris Pelling:That's ok
  Fabien Betremieux:Sorry Chris, glad to have you back
  Theo Geurts:sloppy UK connections :p
  Fabien Betremieux:I am not aware of any issues on our side with Adobe
Connect
  Chris Pelling:quite possibly the
  Chris Pelling:Hello
  Chris Pelling:Theo*
  Theo Geurts:i am enjoying the fiber connection I got since a few months
:)
  Joyce Lin:Why the Address is not required?
  Dan Rodgers:Is it not only required IF applicable to the country? E.g.
no postcode for a country with no postcodes is perfectly valid.
  Jody Kolker:zip codes should not be required - Hong Kong does not have
a zip code.
  Theo Geurts:yes, you are both required
  Theo Geurts:err correct
  Dan Rodgers:Er, nice to be needed.
  Theo Geurts::)
  Chris Pelling:comment.  you are kidding ?
  Chris Pelling:Hey if address is not required that's a fare
  Theo Geurts:Good point Marc, i'll get back to you on the list
  Chris Pelling:farse*
  Chris Pelling:How can we pass audit, if the address is not a requirement
  steve metalitz:QUESTION:  when will a target date be set for all
registries to be operating with thick Whois structure, as required by the
Consensus Policy adopted more than 2 years ago? (I.e., Phase 3 of the
"Implementation Notes" document)
  steve metalitz:Timeline is not agreeable unless it includes a target
date for coming into compliance with the consensus policy for Thick
Whois.  When will that date be set?
  steve metalitz:that chart indicates end of 2017 for compliance --
correct?
  steve metalitz:i.e., 4 years for  one registry operator to bring its 3
registries into compliance with consensus policy?
  Theo Geurts:agreed Marc
  Chris Pelling:many thanks all, have a great evening.
  Sara Bockey:thank you all
  Theo Geurts:thanks
  Marc Anderson:thank you everyone

